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1 The issue and receipt of
the writ and timing of the
election
Issue and receipt of the writ

Timing of the election

a

We have produced a timetable with all of the relevant deadlines for the
UK Parliamentary election, as well as any local elections taking place
on the same day.

1

Information about endorsing and returning the writ after the
declaration of the result can be found in Part F - After the declaration
of result.

A

2

2
Engaging with political
parties, candidates and agents

Combined authority mayoral elections
As local RO, you are responsible for the conduct of the poll for that part of the
combined authority mayoral election that falls within your local authority area. 6
The CARO is responsible for the nominations process at the combined
authority mayoral election. 7

A

More detailed information on the roles and responsibilities of the
Returning Officer is contained in Part A – Roles and responsibilities.

3



To be able to meet the outcome set out in performance standard 2 you
should ensure that information on the election process and spending is
easily available for candidates and agents, including through ensuring
they are issued with written guidance. To demonstrate that the outcome can
be delivered you will need to have in place written guidance to be issued to
candidates.
Combined authority mayoral election
You should also liaise with the CARO to determine what information on local
processes they will require for sharing with candidates and agents at the
combined authority mayoral election and to agree how this information should
be disseminated.

Briefings

The College of Policing Authorised Professional Practice have
produced guidance on Maintaining order and preventing undue
influence outside polling stations. This document is designed to help
the police think about how best to approach the issue of policing polling
stations and offers some practical steps to help them reduce the likelihood of
problems arising and deal with any that occur. Although it is aimed at the
single point of contact (SPOC) it may also be of use to you, particularly in
communicating to candidates and agents the standards of behaviour
expected from supporters in the area of the polling place. It should be read in
conjunction with section 3 of the Code of conduct for campaigners: electoral
registration, postal voting, proxy voting and polling stations.

A

4

Combined authority mayoral elections
You should liaise with the CARO to agree what, if any, local briefings should
be provided and what any such briefings should cover, which may include
information on your local arrangements, such as postal vote issues and
openings, polling and the verification and count.

Combined authority mayoral elections
We have also produced a template presentation for candidates and agents at
a combined authority mayoral election which is designed for use by CAROs.



To be able to achieve the outcome set out in performance standard 2
you will need to ensure that information on the election process and
election spending is easily available for candidates and agents. To
demonstrate that the outcome can be delivered you will need to arrange
briefing sessions and produce briefing resources.

Providing information on the election
processes

Combined authority mayoral elections
You should liaise with the CARO to ensure that candidates at the combined
authority mayoral election have access to information on processes that you
will be carrying out locally, such as the opening of postal votes and the count.

5

•
•
•

postal vote issue and openings
polling
the verification and count



To be able to achieve the outcome set out in performance standard 2
you will need to ensure that information on the election process is
easily available for candidates and agents.

To demonstrate that the outcome can be delivered you will need to provide
candidates and agents with written information.

Nomination packs

a
•
•
•
•
•
•

We have produced a set of nomination papers that contain all the
forms needed for nomination for the following:

UK Parliamentary elections
principal area elections in England
principal area elections in Wales
parish elections in England
community council elections in Wales
local authority mayoral elections

We have also produced a set of nomination papers for candidates at
combined authority mayoral elections (excluding Greater Manchester) and
6

another set of nomination papers for candidates at combined authority
mayoral elections in Greater Manchester, where the combined authority
mayor will also take on the functions of a Police and Crime Commissioner.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

a nomination form
a home address form (for UK Parliamentary candidates and candidates
standing in local government elections in England only)
a consent to nomination form
a form for candidates (or someone on their behalf) to give notice of
appointment of an election agent (not required for parish and community
council elections, where there is no provision for the appointment of
election agents)
forms for giving notice of appointment of polling agents, postal voting
agents and counting agents
a certificate of authorisation to allow a candidate to stand on behalf of a
registered political party
a form for the candidate standing on behalf of a political party to request
the use of an emblem
details of how the deposit should be paid, including information on
acceptable methods of payment (for UK Parliamentary candidates only)
written guidance for candidates and agents covering key aspects of the
electoral process, including the qualifications and disqualifications for
election, the nominations process, campaigning dos and don’ts,
accessing electoral proceedings and what happens after the declaration
of the result
details of any local arrangements, such as the arrangements for the
opening of postal votes, the poll and the count
a copy of the Code of conduct for campaigners in Great Britain which
sets out what is, and is not, considered acceptable behaviour at polling
stations and in the community
details of how to obtain a copy of the electoral register and the absent
voters’ lists, forms to make such requests with information on where to
send these request forms to. You should highlight that the information
contained in the electoral register and absent voting lists may only be
used in accordance with the Representation of the People Regulations
2001 and in accordance with data protection legislation.
information and guidance on the spending limit for candidates at the
election
A form for a candidate to withdraw from the contest if they decide to do
so after they have been validly nominated
any other relevant information

Local authority mayoral election
In addition to the content set out above, the nomination pack should also
include a full explanation of how the required £500 deposit may be paid. If you
have decided to allow candidates to pay the deposit by card or electronic
7

transfer of funds, you should also include information for making such
payments.
You should also provide an explanation of the mayoral booklet and how
candidates may get their election address included in this booklet sent to all
electors. This should include detail of:
•
•
•

what the election address booklet is
what the requirements, restrictions and deadlines are
the costs of having an address included in the booklet and how these
may be paid

Combined authority mayoral elections
The CARO is responsible for administering the nomination process at the
combined authority mayoral election, and should provide nomination packs to
any person who expresses an interest in standing. Guidance for CAROs on
the nominations process at the combined authority mayoral election can be
found in chapter 3 of our Guidance for Combined Authority Returning Officers
on the delivery of key processes.
The Commission’s guidance for candidates and agents at a UK
Parliamentary general election can be found on our website at:
www.electoralcommission.org.uk/i-am-a/candidate-or-agent/ukparliamentary-general-election-great-britain

A

Our guidance for candidates at a local government election can be found on:
www.electoralcommission.org.uk/i-am-a/candidate-or-agent/local-electionsengland-and-wales.
Guidance for candidates and agents at UK Parliamentary elections,
local government principal area elections, parish and community
council elections, local authority mayoral elections and combined
authority mayoral elections can be found on our website.

a

Providing information on election
spending

8

a
a
•
•
•
•

Further information on the two types of constituency can be found in
Chapter 3 of Part A: role and responsibilities of our guidance for
(Acting) Returning Officers.

The Commission has produced guidance for candidates and agents
on spending and donations for the below:

UK Parliamentary elections
principal area elections
local authority mayoral elections
parish and community council elections

You can use these resources to provide candidates and agents with
information on spending returns and declarations in order to enable them to
meet their reporting requirements.
A template presentation for candidates and agents is also available and you
may want to use it as a basis for briefing candidates and agents in your area.
Combined authority mayoral elections
The CARO should provide information on election spending to candidates and
agents at the combined authority mayoral election. The Commission has
produced guidance for candidates and agents on spending and donations at a
combined authority mayoral election.
To support candidates and agents in calculating the spending limit, the CARO
must provide, on written request, information on the total number of
constituent councils together with the total number of local government
electors on the registers across the combined authority area – excluding any
attainers who will not be 18 years of age on or before polling day – on the last
day for the publication of the notice of election (i.e. on the twenty-fifth working
day before the poll). 9 You should liaise with the CARO to agree the timing
and mechanism for supplying this information.



To be able to achieve the outcome set out in performance standard 2
you will need to ensure that information on election spending is easily
available for candidates and agents.

To demonstrate that the outcome can be delivered you will need to provide
candidates and agents with written information.
9

Providing information on accessing the
electoral register(s)

•
for the UK Parliamentary election – the relevant register will be the
register in force on the second day after the writ is received 13
•
for the local government election – the relevant register will be the
register published on the 25th working day before the poll 14

10

Detailed information on access and supply of the full electoral register
and absent voters lists to candidates, registered political parties (who
can request a copy at any time) and others can be found in Part 4:
Maintaining the register throughout the year of our guidance for EROs.

A

Combined authority mayoral elections
A candidate at a combined authority mayoral election can make a written
request for a copy of the registers and lists. 16 They can request a copy of the
full registers and lists of absent voters for the whole of the combined authority
area they are standing in. 17 While the legal responsibility for receiving
requests and supplying registers to candidates rests with the ERO for each
local authority area, 18 the CARO may decide to coordinate requests from
candidates for the supply of registers. The CARO will liaise with the respective
EROs within the combined authority area to agree the approach.

Access needs for candidates

11

3 The nomination process at
the UK Parliamentary election

Forms for nomination

•
•
•

the nomination form (as prescribed)
a home address form
a consent to nomination

The Commission has produced a set of nomination papers, which includes all
of these forms that you can provide to candidates. Our set of nomination
papers have been updated to include enhanced data protection messaging
and you should ensure that you are using the most up to date version. We
have several updates still to complete which we are still awaiting advice on
12

from the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO). We will make the
necessary updates to this guidance as soon as we receive this,

Informal checks



To meet the outcome set out in performance standard 2 you will need
to ensure that candidates have the opportunity to have their nomination
papers informally checked prior to their formal submission.

To demonstrate that the outcome can be delivered you will need to have in
place arrangements for candidates and agents to have their nomination
papers informally checked prior to formal submission.

Delivery of nomination papers
Time of delivery

13

Place of delivery

•
•
•

in the constituency, or
in the registration area which includes the constituency, or
in the case of a county constituency – in a district or a Welsh county or
county borough adjoining the constituency or registration area

Who can deliver nomination papers?

•
•
•

The candidate.
The proposer or seconder as shown on the nomination form.
The candidate’s election agent, provided you have received notification
of their appointment. The notice of appointment of the election agent
may be delivered at the same time as the nomination and home address
form.

14

How must nomination papers be submitted?

Delivering multiple nomination forms

15

Attendance at the delivery of
nomination papers

•
•

their election agent
their proposer or seconder, as stated on the nomination form

16

•
•
•

object to the nomination
lodge an election petition
make a complaint to the police that a person has made a false statement
and that any other use may be in breach of the Data Protection Act 1998
and so could make a person using the information for any other purpose
liable to criminal prosecution

Requirements of nomination

Nomination form
Candidate’s names

17

Commonly used names

•
•

its use may be likely to mislead or confuse electors, or
it is obscene or offensive

18

Candidate’s Candidate’s Commonly
actual
other
used
surname
names in
forenames
full

Commonly
used
surname

Elector

Ann

Elsie

Voter

Elector
Elector

Ann
Ann

[Blank]
Elsie

Voter
[Blank]

Subscribers

19

Name to
go on
statement
of persons
nominated
Voter,
Elsie
Voter, Ann
Elector,
Elsie

Name to go on
ballot papers

VOTER, Elsie
VOTER, Ann
ELECTOR, Elsie

20

Use of party names, party descriptions and party
emblems

21

Additions, alterations, removals and changes to party names, party
descriptions and party emblems on the register of political parties

What descriptions may be used?

•
•
•

the word ‘Independent’ or, in Wales, ‘Independent’ and/or ‘Annibynnol’
the registered party name of a registered political party
one of the descriptions the party has registered with the Commission

22

•
•
•

use the exact party name as registered with the Commission
use one of the party’s registered descriptions, or
choose the party name or one of the party’s registered descriptions

The current Speaker of the House of Commons may use the description ‘The
Speaker seeking re-election’ (and/or the equivalent in Welsh). The use of this
description in these circumstances does not need to be supported by a
certificate of authorisation or any documentary evidence. Any such candidate
cannot request a party emblem, and so no emblem of any kind can be printed
23

on the ballot paper beside their name. While the current Speaker of the House
of Commons may use the description ‘The Speaker seeking re-election’, there
is no requirement for them to do so, in which case the preceding paragraphs
on candidate’s description and the certificate of authorisation would apply to
them as to any other candidate.

Request for a party emblem

Home address form

24

•
•
•
•

must be completed in full
must not contain abbreviations
must be your current home address
must not be a business address (unless the candidate runs a business
from their home)

•

a statement, signed by the candidate, which states that they require their
home address not to be made public
the UK Parliamentary constituency or, if they live outside the UK, the
country in which their home address is situated

•

25

Candidate’s consent to nomination

•
•
•
•

the candidate’s date of birth
a statement that they are aware of the provisions of the House of
Commons Disqualification Act 1975
a statement that to the best of their knowledge they are not disqualified
from being a Member of the House of Commons
a statement that they are not a candidate at an election for any other UK
Parliamentary constituency with the same polling day

Deposit

26

Determining the nomination form and home address
form

27

•
•
•

•
•

that the particulars of the candidate or the persons subscribing the
nomination form are not as required by law, or
that the paper is not subscribed as required, or
that the person is disqualified under the Representation of the People
Act 1981

it does not state the candidate’s full name
it does not state the candidate’s home address in full

28

What to do after your formal determination

Correction of minor errors

Errors in elector numbers

Errors of spelling in details of candidates

Errors in a home address

29

Objections to nominations

Timetable for objections

Nominations delivered up to 4pm on the day before the deadline for
delivery of nomination papers

Nominations delivered after 4pm on the day before the deadline for
delivery of nomination papers

Objections on the grounds that a candidate is imprisoned for a year or
more 68

Decisions on objections

•

that the particulars of the candidate or subscribers are not as required by
law
30

•
•

that the form is not subscribed as required
that the candidate is disqualified on the grounds that they are imprisoned
and serving a sentence of a year or more

Objections on the grounds that a candidate is
imprisoned for a year or more

Withdrawal of a candidate

31

After the close of nominations at the
UK Parliamentary election

Return of deposit

A

For guidance on returning deposits to validly nominated candidates
after an election, see Part F – After the declaration of results.

Uncontested elections

32

Death of a candidate at a UK
Parliamentary election

Death of an independent candidate

Death of a party candidate

33

Death of the Speaker of the House of Commons

New election

34

4 The nominations process
at the local government
election
Combined authority mayoral elections
This guidance does not cover the nominations process at a combined
authority mayoral election. Guidance for CAROs on the nominations process
at the combined authority mayoral election can be found in chapter 3 of our
Guidance for Combined Authority Returning Officers on the delivery of key
processes.

Forms for nomination

•
•
•

the nomination form
a home address form – for elections in England only
a consent to nomination form 83

•

A certificate of authorisation, authorising the use of the party name or a
registered description on the ballot paper. 85 The party name or
description authorised by the certificate must match the party name or
description given on the nomination form or the whole nomination will be
invalid. 86
A written request to use one of the party’s emblems. 87

•

35

We have produced a set of nomination papers for principal area
elections in England, principal area elections in Wales, parish
elections in England and community council elections in Wales and
local authority mayoral elections that contain all the forms needed to stand for
election. We have also produced a checklist to assist you with processing
nomination forms at principal area elections, parish elections in England and
community council elections and local authority mayoral elections.

A

Nomination papers for candidates at combined authority mayoral elections are
also available on our website, as well as a checklist for CAROs to assist them
with the processing of nominations.
Our set of nomination papers have been updated to include enhanced data
protection messaging and you should ensure that you are using the most up
to date version.

Informal checks

36



To meet the outcome set out in performance standard 2 you will need
to ensure that candidates have the opportunity to have their nomination
papers informally checked prior to submission.

To demonstrate that the outcome can be delivered you will need to have in
place arrangements for candidates to have their nomination papers informally
checked prior to formal submission.

Delivery of nomination papers
Time of delivery

37

Local authority mayoral election
In order for a mayoral election nomination to be valid, candidates must also
deposit the sum of £500 by the deadline for nominations, which is 4pm on the
nineteenth day before the poll. 95

Place of delivery

P

Parish and community council elections

At parish and community council elections, the location to which
nomination papers must be delivered is not prescribed and is for you
to determine.

Who can deliver nomination papers?

How must nomination papers be submitted?

38

P

Parish and community council elections

At parish council elections you could consider liaising with the parish
clerk who may be able to help communicate the requirements for the
delivery of nominations to prospective candidates and to provide assistance
with the delivery of nomination papers, if needed.

What to do if nomination papers are received by
post

39

Delivering multiple nomination forms

Local authority mayoral elections
There is no restriction on the number of nominations that an elector can
subscribe. An elector can subscribe to any number of nomination forms for
any number of candidates.
40

Requirements of nomination

Nomination form
Candidate’s names

Commonly used names

41

•
•

its use may be likely to mislead or confuse electors, or
it is obscene or offensive

42

Candidate’s Candidate’s Commonly
actual
other
used
surname
names in
forenames
full

Commonly
used
surname

Elector

Ann

Elsie

Voter

Elector

Ann

[Blank]

Voter

Elector

Ann

Elsie

[Blank]

Name to
go on
statement
of persons
nominated
and notice
of poll
Voter,
Elsie
Voter, Ann
Elector,
Elsie

Name to go
on ballot
papers

VOTER,
Elsie
VOTER,
Ann
ELECTOR,
Elsie

Home address

In Wales, candidates are required to provide their home address on the
nomination form
The home address:
• must be completed in full
• must not contain abbreviations
43

• must be their current home address
• must not be a business address (unless the candidate runs a business
from their home)
If any detail of the home address is wrong or omitted, the nomination is
not automatically invalid if the description of the place is such as to be
commonly understood.
Subscribers

P

Parish and community council elections
At parish elections, only two such electors are required to subscribe
the nomination form. 121

Local authority mayoral elections
At mayoral elections, 30 registered electors from the local authority area (i.e.
the relevant county, district or borough) are required to subscribe the
nomination paper. 122

44

P

Parish and community council elections

At parish council elections an elector may not subscribe more
nominations than there are vacancies in the parish or community (if it
is unwarded) or the ward (if the parish or community is warded). 131 An elector
may subscribe both a parish or community and a principal area nomination
paper.
Local authority mayoral elections
There is no restriction on the number of nominations that an elector can
subscribe: an elector can subscribe to any number of nomination papers for
any number of candidates. The first 30 subscribers on a nomination paper
must, however, be 30 different electors. 132
Combined authority mayoral elections
Although the CARO is responsible for the nomination process at the
combined authority mayoral election, if you are the ERO for a local authority
area that is part of the combined authority, you should liaise with the CARO to
agree a mechanism for the subscriber checks. If the checks will be carried out
centrally by the CARO, you should ensure that they are supplied with the
relevant electoral register promptly to enable them to conduct the required
checks.

45

P

Parish and community council elections
At a parish council election, only the first two subscribers can be
considered. 138

Local authority mayoral elections
At a mayoral election, only the first 30 subscribers can be considered. 139

Use of party names, party descriptions and party
emblems

46

Additions, alterations, removals and changes to party names, party
descriptions and party emblems on the register of political parties

47

For up-to-date information about political parties, registered
descriptions and registered emblems, you should check the register of
political parties on the Commission’s website at
http://search.electoralcommission.org.uk. If you have any queries, you should
contact your local Commission office.

a

What descriptions may be used?

•
•
•

the word ‘Independent’ or, in Wales, ‘Independent’ and/or ‘Annibynnol’
the registered party name of a registered political party
one of the descriptions the party has registered with the Commission

P

Parish and community council elections

For parish council elections, any candidate can choose to use a
description. Any description used must not exceed six words in
length. 150 Descriptions used at parish council elections do not have to be
registered with the Commission. However, any description must not lead
electors to associate it with a registered political party unless the description
has been registered by that party and its use has been duly authorised. 151
Candidates may use acronyms or abbreviations as part of their description. It
is for you as Returning Officer to determine how you will count these.

48

•
•
•

use the exact party name as registered with the Commission
use one of the party’s registered descriptions, or
choose the party name or one of the party’s registered descriptions

Request for a party emblem

49

Home address form (for elections in England only)

•
•
•
•
•

their full name (see paragraph 3.41)
their home address in full
their qualifying address, or where they have declared on their consent to
nomination that they meet more than one qualification, their qualifying
addresses
which of the qualifications their qualifying address or addresses relate to
the full name and home address in full of the witness to the consent to
nomination form

50

•
•
•
•

must be completed in full
must not contain abbreviations
must be their current home address
must not be a business address (unless the candidate runs a business
from their home)

•

a statement, signed by the candidate, which states that they require their
home address not to be made public
if their home address is in the UK, the name of the relevant area in which
their home address is situated
if their home address is outside of the UK, the name of the country in
which their home address is situated

•
•

Meaning of qualifying address and relevant area
•
•
•
•

•

Where a candidate has selected option (a) on the consent to nomination,
the address in full where they are registered as a local government
elector
Where they have selected option (b) on the consent to nomination, the
description and the address of that land or premises which they have
occupied as owner or tenant
Where they have selected option (c) on the consent to nomination, the
address of their place of work
Where they have selected option (d) on the consent to nomination, the
address or addressed in full where they have resided

For home addresses in England:
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•

For home addresses in Wales:

•

For home addresses in Scotland:
- the local government area in which the address is situated.
For home addresses in Northern Ireland:
- the local government district in which the address is situated.

•

Candidate’s consent to nomination
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Local authority mayoral elections
Deposit
In order for a mayoral election nomination to be valid, candidates must also
deposit the sum of £500 with the Returning Officer at the place and within the
time for delivery of nomination papers. 169 The deposit can be made using:
•
•
•

legal tender
a banker’s draft
with your consent, in any other manner 170

You may refuse to accept a banker’s draft if you do not know whether the
drawer carries on business as a banker in the United Kingdom. 171
You should accept building society cheques and banker’s payments if they
carry out business in the United Kingdom. You should also accept banker’s
payments which are orders issued by a bank, guaranteeing payment to the
recipient.
You may accept a deposit made by a debit or credit card or an electronic
funds transfer. 172 However, you may refuse to do so. Any arrangements for
the payment of the deposit by electronic means must be included on the
notice of election. 173
Any person may make the deposit for a candidate but if the person making
the deposit is not the candidate they must give you their name and address,
unless the person is the candidate’s agent and their name and address have
previously been declared to you. 174
Deposits must be returned to the person who made the deposit or, if they
have died, their personal representative, in the following circumstances: 175
•
•
•

the candidate withdraws before the deadline for withdrawals
you reject a candidate’s nomination and they are not shown as validly
nominated on the statement of persons nominated
the candidate dies and proof of death has being given to you before you
conclude the first count

After the election, the deposit must be returned to the person who made it if
the candidate receives more than 5% of the valid first preference votes. 176
The election address booklet
At a mayoral election, you are required by law to produce a booklet that
includes election addresses from candidates at the election and to cause it to
be delivered to each person entitled to vote at the mayoral election. 177
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You must only include an election address in the booklet if it is a statement
prepared on behalf of a candidate by their election agent that complies with
certain legal requirements. 178
An election address must:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

only contain matter relating to the election 179
contain a statement to the effect that the address has been prepared by
the candidate’s election agent, and give the name and address of the
candidate and election agent 180
be printed on no more than two sides of A5 paper 181
if the address exceeds one side of A5, be accompanied by a second
version of the address that must not exceed one side of A5 paper 182
comply with any typographical layout, margin and colour use
requirements that you determine 183
comply with any other requirements with a view to facilitate the
reproduction of the address as a page or pages of the election booklet
as you determine 184
if the address is to contain a photograph of the candidate, be
accompanied by two identical copies of that photograph of which one
must be signed on the back by the candidate 185
if the address is to contain anything else as part of that address, as
many copies of it as you may reasonably require in connection with the
reproduction of the address 186
be delivered to you by the last time allowed to submit nomination papers
for the election 187

An election address must not:
•
•
•
•

•

contain any advertising material other than material promoting the
candidate as a candidate at the election 188
contain any other material appearing to be included with a view to
commercial gain 189
contain any material referring to any other candidate 190
contain a representation of an emblem of a registered political party
registered with the Commission unless the address was prepared on
behalf of that party’s authorised candidate (the candidate’s nomination
was accompanied by the nomination deadline by a valid certificate of
authorisation) 191
contain a party description or joint description registered with the
Commission unless the candidate’s address was prepared on behalf of
that party or those parties jointly (the candidate’s nomination was
accompanied by the nomination deadline by a valid certificate of
authorisation or certificates of authorisation for joint candidates) 192

An election address may (as long as it meets the above requirements):
•
•

be formatted as the candidate wishes including using any combination of
words, pictures and artwork 193
include a picture of the candidate 194
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If the total number of candidates from whom election addresses have been
accepted by the you by the last time for delivery of nomination papers for the
election exceeds 15, the version of the address that is contained on one side
of A5 must be used for all candidates. 195
You must consider whether all of the above requirements have been complied
with. If any requirement has not been complied with you must not include that
election address in the booklet. 196
You must produce a booklet with the election addresses of all candidates who
have submitted a valid election address to you by the last time for the delivery
of nomination papers. 197 The order of the addresses in the booklet must, by
law, be decided by you by drawing lots. 198 Lots must be drawn as soon as
reasonably practicable after the last time for the delivery of nomination
papers. 199
You may require candidates to contribute to the printing of the booklet. 200 The
amount of the payment that you require is to be decided by you and you
should be clear how that payment is to be made. The amount must be:
•
•
•

reasonable
the same for each candidate
based on a contribution made by candidates towards the expenses
incurred in printing the booklet (and not include any amount relating to
the postage or delivery of the booklet) 201

You should decline to include any candidate’s election address where the
payment has not been made as you require.
You may include in the booklet, along with the candidate’s election addresses,
your own statement. 202
Your statement may include:
•
•
•
•

An explanation of the purpose of the booklet
An alphabetical list of all candidates at the election (whether or not they
are in the booklet)
The date of the election and the deadlines for registration and absent
voting applications
Any other information that you determine 203

You must include a statement stating that it is published by you and giving
your name and address and that of your printer. 204
You must notify every election agent of a candidate who has provided an
election address and where you have accepted it for inclusion in the booklet
of the time and place where they may check the election addresses in the
booklet and submit typographical corrections to the proof of the booklet before
it is printed. 205
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You may, if any candidate and their agent do not review the proof, make your
own correction of typographical errors in an election address if you think it is
appropriate. 206 You should attempt to contact the candidate or agent to clarify
your corrections but it is not a legal requirement to do so. 207
You must print the booklet and place each copy in an envelope. 208 You must
then cause one copy to be delivered to each elector on the electoral register
who is eligible to vote at the election. 209 The postage or delivery costs must
be paid by the local authority (either directly or by reclaim/invoice). 210
You should keep a record of the costs of printing the booklet separately from
all other costs. If the payments made by the candidates exceed the total cost
of printing, the balance must be divided equally between the candidates and
returned to them. 211
Candidates who withdraw before the deadline for withdrawals must have all of
the payment they have made returned to them and should not be included in
the booklet. 212
Combined authority mayoral elections
The CARO is responsible for administering the nomination process at a
combined authority mayoral election. Guidance for CAROs on the
nominations process can be found in chapter 3 of our Guidance for Combined
Authority Returning Officers on the delivery of key processes.

Determining nomination and home
address forms
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•
•

that the particulars of the candidate or the persons subscribing the
nomination form are not as required by law, or
that the paper is not subscribed as required
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Local authority mayoral elections
If the required £500 deposit has not been received by you by the deadline to
submit nomination papers, the candidate has not been validly nominated. 224
There is then no need to make a formal determination, and their name should
not appear on the statement of persons nominated or the ballot paper.
We have produced a checklist which sets out what you will need to
consider and specific things to look out for when determining a
nomination at principal area elections, parish and community council
elections and local authority mayoral elections.

A

What to do after your formal determination

Correction of minor errors
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Errors in elector numbers

Errors of spelling in details of candidates

Errors in a home address

Inspection of nomination papers
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Inspection of home address forms

Combined authority mayoral elections
At combined authority mayoral elections, home address forms must be
securely destroyed on the next calendar day after the 35-day period.
However, if an election petition relating to the election is presented within the
35 calendar days, the home address forms must be kept securely until the
conclusion of the petition proceedings (including any appeal from such
proceedings). They must then be securely destroyed on the next working day
following the conclusion of the proceedings or appeal.
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Withdrawal of a candidate

The withdrawal notice is not prescribed in legislation. We have
produced a template withdrawal notice that you could give to
candidates at principal area elections, parish and community
elections, or local authority mayoral elections as appropriate.

A

Local authority mayoral elections
You must return the deposit of any candidate who has withdrawn their
candidature or whose nomination you have rejected. 239 The deposit must be
returned to the person who made it as soon as practicable after the statement
of persons nominated has been published. 240
For guidance on returning deposits to validly nominated mayoral candidates
after an election, see Part F – After the declaration of results.

After the close of nominations at the
local government election
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Nomination in more than one electoral area

P

Parish and community council elections
A candidate may stand and be elected to both a parish council and a
principal area council for the same or a different area.

Local authority mayoral elections
A candidate may stand in and be elected as mayor for any number of different
local authorities.
Combined authority mayoral elections
A person cannot sit as both a combined authority mayor and a local councillor
of a constituent council. If they are already an elected councillor and are
subsequently elected as mayor, their office as councillor will become vacant.
Being a combined authority mayor is normally a disqualification to standing for
election as a councillor in a constituent council. The only exception to this is
where the combined authority mayoral election falls on the same day as the
constituent council election. In this case, if someone stands as a candidate in
both contests and is elected to both offices, their election as councillor will be
disregarded and the office of councillor will be deemed to be vacant.

Uncontested elections

P

Parish and community council elections

At a parish council election, you are required to give notice of the
name of each person elected to the proper officer of the parish council
and also to the proper officer of the council of the district in which the parish is
situated. 246
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Death of a candidate at the local
government election

Proof of death received before the withdrawal
deadline

P

Parish and community council elections

Where there are not enough validly nominated candidates at the
ordinary election of a parish council, those candidates who are validly
nominated are elected. 250
If the parish council is quorate, i.e. at least three and at least one-third of the
total seats on the council are filled, the elected councillors may co-opt
councillors to fill the remaining seats. 251
If, however, after a period of 35 working days from the date that would have
been the polling day if the election had been contested, the council has not
filled all the vacancies by co-option, the relevant principal area council (i.e. a
district or unitary council in England or a county or county borough council in
Wales) may: 252
•
•
•

by order make direct appointments of people as parish or community
councillors
do anything necessary or expedient for the proper holding of the parish
council meeting and properly constituting the council
direct that a new election is held to fill the remaining vacancies, and fix
the date of that election
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The principal area council must not exercise this power within 35 working
days of the ordinary date of election and may allow a parish council a period
longer than 35 working days to fill vacancies by co-option if it wishes. 253

Proof of death received after the withdrawal
deadline and before polls open

Proof of death received after polls have opened and
before the declaration of result

Local authority mayoral election
If proof of a candidate’s death has been given to you before the conclusion of
the first count, the deposit must be returned as soon as practicable to the
person who made it or their personal representative. 257

New election

Combined authority mayoral elections
Death of a combined authority mayoral candidate
In the event of the death of a candidate during the election period, the
procedure to be followed at a combined authority mayoral election depends
on the time when the CARO receives proof of the death of the candidate. It is
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the time when the CARO receives proof of the candidate’s death that is the
relevant factor, not the actual time of death.
Proof of death received before polls open
If proof of the death of a validly nominated candidate at a contested election is
received during the election campaign, even on polling day itself before polls
open, the CARO must countermand notice of the poll and the poll does not
take place. 260 The CARO must hold a new election. 261
Proof of death received after polls have opened and before the
declaration of result
If proof of the death of a validly nominated candidate at a contested election is
received after the opening of the poll but before the declaration of result, the
CARO must direct that the poll is abandoned and a new election must be
held. 262 However, in this case, because the poll will have started, the
documentation (i.e. issued and un-issued ballot papers, etc.) must be returned
to you and sealed up in the normal way. 263
Any postal votes received back must also be sealed in packets and any
envelopes not opened at the time of the notification of the death must be
sealed in packets unopened. 264
New election
The CARO will set the date of the new election.
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5 Agents at the election
Election agents at the UK
Parliamentary election

•
•
•
•

within the parliamentary constituency where the candidate is standing, or
within a constituency which adjoins the constituency where the
candidate is standing, or
within Wales, within a Welsh county or county borough which is part of,
or adjoins, the constituency where the candidate is standing, or
within London, within a London borough which is part of, or adjoins, the
constituency where the candidate is standing
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a

Our resource on the EU General Data Protection Regulation and the
Data Protection Act 2018 covers the requirements of a privacy notice
and document retention considerations.

Sub-agents at the UK Parliamentary election
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Election agents at the local
government election
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P

Parish and community council elections
There is no provision for the appointment of election agents at parish
or community council elections. 285

Combined authority mayoral elections
Upon notification of an election agent’s name and address (which is required
by 4pm on the nineteenth working day before the poll), the CARO must
publish a notice setting out those details and the name of the candidate as
soon as possible. 286 The CARO should provide you, as local RO, with a copy
of the notice and you should publish that within your local authority area. The
CARO must update the notice if any agent’s appointment is revoked, or an
agent dies, with the new agent’s details published on a revised version. 287
The CARO should provide you with a copy of any updated notice, which you
should then publish in your local authority area.
Sub-agents
Election agents may also appoint sub-agents to act on their behalf in any part
of the combined authority area. 288 Notification of any sub-agent appointment
must be made to the CARO by the fifth working day before the poll. 289
Upon notification of a sub-agent’s name and address, the CARO must publish
a notice setting out those details, the name of the candidate, and the part of
the combined authority area within which the sub-agent is appointed to act, as
soon as possible. 290 The CARO should provide you, as local RO, with a copy
of the notice and you should publish that within your area. The CARO must
update the notice if any sub-agent’s appointment is revoked, or a sub-agent
dies, with the new agent’s details published on a revised version. 291 The
CARO should provide you with a copy of any updated notice, which you
should then publish in your area.

•
•
•
•
•

within the local government area, or
in a UK parliamentary constituency or one of the constituencies that are
partially or wholly included in the local government area, or
in an adjoining Welsh county or county borough, or
in an adjoining London borough, or
in an adjoining district
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In Wales, where a candidate acts as their own election agent, the office
address is deemed to be the address on the statement of persons nominated.
i.e. the address provided on the nomination form.
If that address is outside the relevant qualifying area as defined in the bullet
points above, the office address is deemed to be the address of the proposer
given on the statement of persons nominated 294.

a

Our resource on the EU General Data Protection Regulation and the
Data Protection Act 2018 covers the requirements of a privacy notice
and document retention considerations.
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Other agents

Local authority and combined authority mayoral elections
At local authority and combined authority mayoral elections, in addition to the
candidate, the election agent can also appoint agents to observe the opening
of postal votes, the poll and the verification and count.

A

For further details on the role of these agents, see Part 5: Your right to
attend key electoral events of our guidance for candidates and agents
at UK Parliamentary election and at local government elections.

Mayoral referendums
All references to candidates and agents in this section (‘Other agents’) should
be read as petition organisers and counting and polling observers appointed
for the purposes of the referendum. 301 In addition to the count, counting
observers at a mayoral referendum may also attend the opening of postal
votes. 302
At a mayoral referendum, as Counting Officer you may appoint polling
observers and you are under a legal duty to appoint counting observers. 303 To
assist you in our duty to appoint counting observers, the petition organiser
may nominate observers for you to appoint and you must not reject such
nominations without good cause. 304
Polling and counting observers must be nominated in writing by the fifth
working day before the poll. 305 The written notice must contain the name and
address of each nominee. 306
Neighbourhood planning referendums
All references to candidates and agents in this section (‘Other agents’) should
be read as counting and polling observers appointed for the purposes of the
referendum. 307 In addition to the count, counting observers at a
neighbourhood planning referendum may also attend the opening of postal
votes. 308
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At a neighbourhood planning referendum, as Counting Officer you are under a
legal duty to appoint counting observers 309 and must give them written notice
of the time and place of the count. 310 There is no specified minimum number
that you must appoint. You may also appoint polling observers for the purpose
of detecting personation. 311 There are no restrictions on how many polling
observers can be allocated to a polling station.
It is your decision as to who to appoint as polling and counting observers, but
to help you make these appointments, you could attempt to make contact with
relevant campaign organisers from both sides (if known) and ask them to put
forward observers. This will help to ensure that campaigners are present at
key proceedings and can satisfy themselves that the referendum has been
transparent and well run. You should aim to ensure an equal balance in the
number of polling and counting observers appointed from each side of the
campaign.
You should appoint polling and counting observers in writing, and include in
the written appointment the following information as a minimum:
•
•
•

the name of the referendum area
the name and address (including postcode) of the observer
the campaign or organisation the observer is associated with (if
applicable)

Where a mayoral or neighbourhood planning referendum is combined
with another poll
Where the Counting Officer does not take on the combined functions at
combined polls, the Counting Officer must give written notice of the
appointment of any polling observers to the relevant Returning Officer by the
fifth working day before the poll. 312 The notice must state the names and
addresses of the persons appointed. 313 The Counting Officer must also give
written notice of the appointment of counting observers to the relevant
Returning Officer as soon as practicable after they have been appointed.

The opening of postal votes
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Mayoral referendum/ Neighbourhood planning referendum
At a mayoral or neighbourhood planning referendum, you should also give
counting observers appointed for the purpose of observing postal vote
openings at least 48 hours’ notice of the time and place of any postal vote
opening session. 317

The poll
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Neighbourhood planning referendum
At a stand-alone neighbourhood planning referendum there are no limits in
law to the number of polling observers that may be appointed to attend any
particular polling station. However, where the poll at a neighbourhood
planning referendum has been combined with the poll at another election or
referendum, the total number of polling observers or polling agents that are
permitted to attend at any particular polling station is limited to four, or such
greater number as the relevant Returning Officer or Counting Officer may
determine. 325 If the number of such polling observers or agents is greater than
that number, the relevant Returning Officer or Counting Officer must, by law,
determine which observers/agents are entitled to attend by drawing lots. 326

The count

Local authority and combined authority mayoral elections
You are also legally required to give counting agents who have been
appointed notice of the time and place at which the count of the second
preference votes will begin if required. 330
At the combined authority mayoral election only, one of the counting agents
for each candidate can be designated to be able to request a recount at the
conclusion of the count or any recount. Such designations must be made at
the time that the counting agent appointment is notified to you.
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a

For details on who can attend the verification and count, see Part E:
Verifying and counting the votes.
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6
Production of notices, poll
cards and ballot papers
Production and publication of notices
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To be able to achieve the outcome set out in performance standard 1,
you will need to ensure that information on the polls, including the
notices of election and notices of poll, is easily accessible to voters,
such as through the local authority website. To demonstrate that the outcome
can be delivered you will need to ensure that information on the polls can be
easily accessed through the local authority website.

A

See Part B – Planning and organisation for more general guidance on
communicating information to electors.



To be able to achieve the outcome set out in performance standard 1,
you will need to ensure that you have robust processes in place for
ensuring that there are no errors on the notice(s) of election. To
demonstrate that the outcome can be delivered you will need to have in place
processes for the proof-checking of the notice(s).

Translation and formats of notices

•
•
•
•
•

in Braille
in languages other than English (or in Wales, English and Welsh)
using graphical representations
in audio format 334
using any other means of making information accessible

Notices of election



To be able to achieve the outcome set out in performance standard 1,
you will need to ensure that you have robust processes in place for
ensuring that there are no errors on the notice(s) of election. To
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demonstrate that the outcome can be delivered you will need to have in place
processes for the proof-checking of the notice(s).

Requirements for the UK Parliamentary notice of
election

•
•
•
•

the place and times at which nomination papers can be delivered, and at
which nomination papers may be obtained
the date of the poll if the election is contested
where you have decided to accept electronic payments, the
arrangements for electronic payment of deposits
the date by which applications for absent votes (including emergency
proxies) must reach the ERO in order to be effective for the election

Requirements for the local government notice of
election

The notice of election must include the following: 340
•
•
•

the place and times at which nomination papers can be delivered, and at
which nomination papers may be obtained
the date of the poll if the election is contested
the date by which applications for absent votes (including emergency
proxies) must reach the ERO in order to be effective for the election

Local authority mayoral elections
The notice must also state any arrangements which apply for the payment of
the deposit by electronic means. 341 The Commission has made available a
template notice of election for local authority mayoral elections that you can
use.
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Combined authority mayoral elections
The CARO must publish the notice of election for the combined authority
mayoral election by not later than twenty-five working days before the poll. 342
The CARO should prepare and send you a copy of the notice of election,
which you should publish locally in the local authority area so that electors in
your part of the combined authority area can easily access it.
Mayoral referendums
The Commission has produced a template notice of referendum for mayoral
referendums. The notice must, by law, state:
•
•

the date of the poll
the date by which applications to vote by post or proxy (including
emergency proxies) must reach the ERO in order to be effective for the
referendum 343

The notice should also include the date by which applications for registration
must reach the ERO in order to be effective for the referendum.
Neighbourhood planning referendums
At a neighbourhood planning referendum, the notice of referendum must be
published not later than the 25th working day before the poll.
The notice must, by law, state:
•
•

the date of the poll
the date by which applications to vote by post or proxy (including
emergency proxies) must reach the ERO in order to be effective for the
referendum 344

The notice should also include the date by which applications for registration
must reach the ERO in order to be effective for the referendum.

General information relevant to the notices at both
the UK Parliamentary and local government election
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To be able to achieve the outcome set out in performance standard 1,
you will need to ensure that you have robust processes in place for
ensuring that there are no errors on the notice(s) of election. To
demonstrate that the outcome can be delivered you will need to have in place
processes for the proof-checking of the notice(s).

Statements of persons nominated
Requirements of the UK Parliamentary statement of
persons nominated

•
•
•
•
•

their name
their home address (or, if they have requested not to make their home
address public, the constituency name or country as appropriate)
their chosen description (if any)
the subscribers’ names (up to 30, taken from the ‘selected nomination
form’ and up to two others if multiple nomination forms have been
delivered)
in the case of those who no longer stand nominated, the reason why
they no longer stand nominated

a

Our resource on the EU General Data Protection Regulation and the
Data Protection Act 2018 covers the requirements of a privacy notice.
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Requirements of the local government statement of
persons nominated

a

Our resource on the EU General Data Protection Regulation and the
Data Protection Act 2018 covers the requirements of a privacy notice.

Combined authority mayoral elections
The CARO must publish the statement of persons nominated for the
combined authority area by 4pm on the eighteenth working day before the
poll. 349 The CARO should prepare and send to you a copy of the statement of
persons nominated as soon as it has been published, which you should
publish in the local authority area as soon as practicable after receiving it so
that electors in your part of the combined authority area can easily access it.

Candidate details on statements of persons
nominated at both a UK Parliamentary and local
government election
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Notices of poll
Requirements for the UK Parliamentary notice of
poll

Requirements for the local government notice of
poll
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•
•
•
•

the date and hours of the poll
the number of councillors to be elected in the ward
the particulars of the candidates standing validly nominated
the names of the subscribers 359

a

Our resource on the EU General Data Protection Regulation and the
Data Protection Act 2018 covers the requirements of a privacy notice.

Mayoral referendums
At a mayoral referendum, the notice of poll must include:
•
•

the date and hours of the poll
the question to be asked in the referendum 361

If any campaigners have contacted you or are known to you, you should
supply them with a copy of the notice of poll and situation of polling stations
for their reference. You should also supply these to any polling observers who
have been appointed.
Combined authority mayoral elections
If the combined authority mayoral election is contested, the CARO is required
to publish a notice of poll for the combined authority area by not later than the
sixth working day before poll. 362 The CARO should provide you with a copy of
the notice which you should publish locally in your local authority area so that
electors in your part of the combined authority area can easily access it.
Neighbourhood planning referendums
At a neighbourhood planning referendum the notice of poll must include:
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•
•

the date and hours of the poll
the question to be asked in the referendum 363

If any campaigners have contacted you or are known to you, you should
supply them with a copy of the notice of poll and situation of polling stations
for their reference. You should also supply these to any polling observers who
have been appointed.

Notice of the situation of polling
stations
•
•

the situation of each polling station in the area
the description of voters entitled to vote there

•

state that the poll at the UK Parliamentary election will be combined with
the poll at the local government election(s) (and any other relevant
elections or referendums)
specify the relevant local authority (or, in the case of a by-election,
electoral area) within which the local government election(s) will be held
where the polls are combined in part of the constituency only, specify
that part

•
•

Cross-boundary constituencies
You should liaise with the local government ROs within your area to ensure
you have all of the relevant information regarding elections and by-elections in
other local authorities and the location of polling stations to enable you to
produce the notice of situation of polling stations.
Combined authority mayoral elections
At combined authority mayoral elections, it is you as local RO who is
responsible for publishing the notice of situation of polling stations for your
area. 367
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Mayoral elections, mayoral referendums and neighbourhood planning
referendums
The notice of situation of polling stations must also state that the poll is to be
taken together with the poll at the election/referendum. 368 It must also specify
the relevant local authority or voting area, as appropriate, for which the
election/referendum is held. 369 Where a referendum is taking place and the
polls are to be taken together in part of the local counting area only, the notice
must specify that part. 370

Combined authority mayoral elections
As local RO, you are responsible for publishing the notice of situation of
polling stations. The Commission has developed a template notice of situation
of polling stations for the combined authority mayoral election which you can
use. 372
You should liaise with the CARO on how the provision of the notice of
situation of polling stations to candidates, agents and observers should be
managed in practice, including whether the notices for all constituent councils
will be disseminated centrally by the CARO.

Production of poll cards
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Mayoral elections, mayoral referendums and neighbourhood planning
referendums
If you and the returning or counting officer for the other relevant election or
referendum agree, you can issue combined poll cards for all polls. 375
Where combined poll cards are issued, information about all relevant electoral
events should be provided. If there only some wards in your area with a
particular combination of polls, you should make arrangements to ensure that
electors are sent poll cards containing the information about the particular
combination of polls in their ward.

•
•
•
•

the subject matter, nature and purpose of the processing;
the obligations and rights of the data controller;
duration of the processing; and
the types of personal data and categories of data subjects.

•
•
•
•

comply with your instructions
are subject to a duty of confidentiality
keep personal data secure and notify you of any breach
maintain written records of the processing activities they carry out for
you
only use a sub-processor with your consent
submit to audits and inspections and provide you with whatever
information you need to ensure compliance with data protection
requirements
delete or return all personal data to you as requested at the end of the
contract.

•
•
•
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•

•

electoral registration data held by the processor should be destroyed as
soon as possible after polling day.
information from the full electoral register cannot be disclosed at any
time, confirming that they will not disclose data to any unauthorised
party; and
after the election, they will return any discs and paper records provided
to them and securely destroy any other electronic or paper copies of the
data in line with the Information Commissioner’s guidelines.



To be able to achieve the outcome set out in performance standard 1,
you will need to ensure you have robust processes in place for
ensuring that there are no errors on poll cards. To demonstrate that the
outcome can be delivered you will need to have in place processes for the
proof-checking of poll cards.
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Cross-boundary constituencies
If, as (A)RO, you are responsible for a constituency that crosses local
authority boundaries, you will need to work with other local authorities to
ensure you are able to provide the data from the other authority/authorities to
the printers. You should also liaise with them to obtain the information on new
electors as soon as possible after the publication of the interim notices of
alteration and the final election notice of alteration.

A
A

Further information on interim notices is included in Part 4 –
Maintaining the register throughout the year of the Commission’s
guidance for EROs.

Further details on the management of contractors and suppliers can
be found in Part B – Planning and organisation. We have also
produced a contract development checklist to support you in your work
with contractors/suppliers.

Poll card delivery

P

Parish and community council elections

This requirement to send poll cards does not apply to parish council
elections. The parish council can, however, request that you issue poll
cards. 380 Any such request must, by law, be made by 4pm on the nineteenth
working day before the poll. 381 You should liaise with the parish clerk at an
early stage to obtain early confirmation of the parish council’s decision on the
issue of poll cards to allow you to finalise the design of any combined poll
cards you may be issuing and issue these soon after the publication of notice
of election.
It is not unusual for a parish council election to be uncontested. While not
printing poll cards where you might expect certain seats to be uncontested
and candidates elected unopposed is a potential means of saving costs, poll
cards tell people about the elections and may encourage their involvement
and can often prompt them to update their registration details. If the parish
election is likely to be uncontested you could, for example, include a line on
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the poll card that alerts the elector to a parish election in their area should the
election be contested.
It is important in all cases to get poll cards to electors as early as possible and
it is therefore for you as RO to make an assessment of the optimum
distribution date for poll cards in each electoral area. In any cases where this
does not take place until after nominations have closed, you should consider
how you will mitigate the risk of poll cards only being received by electors
close to, or potentially after, the registration deadline.



To be able to achieve the outcome set out in performance standard 1,
you will need to ensure that poll cards can be received by voters as
soon as possible so that they have the maximum amount of time to act
on the information. To demonstrate that the outcome can be delivered, you
will need to set out information on the method for delivery of poll cards,
including an estimation of when poll cards will be delivered.

Delivery by hand
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Delivery by post

Production of ballot papers

Combined authority mayoral elections
As local Returning Officer you are responsible for printing the combined
authority mayoral ballot papers for your constituent council area, unless the
CARO directs that they will take on this responsibility. 388

•

colour of the ballot papers
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•
•
•

the ‘official mark’
ballot paper numbers
unique identifying mark

Ballot paper colour

Cross-boundary constituencies
You should decide at an early stage in the planning process and in
consultation with the local government RO(s) in your constituency, what
colour the UK Parliamentary ballot paper will be in your constituency. In
deciding on the ballot paper colour you should take into account accessibility
issues relating to colour and contrast. Section 6 of the Commission’s Making
your mark good practice design guidance contains advice on choosing ballot
paper colours.
Combined authority mayoral elections
While the colour of the ballot paper at a combined authority mayoral election
is not prescribed, the CARO may advise or direct you to use a particular
colour for the combined authority mayoral election ballot paper. 391

The ‘official mark’

Combined authority mayoral elections
The CARO may advise or direct you to use a particular official mark, or
require that it contain specific features. 393

•

Can be the same for all ballot papers at an election or different official
marks can be used for different purposes at the same election, for
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•

example one for postal votes and another for polling station ballot
papers.
The official mark cannot be re-used for seven years at a UK
Parliamentary election to the same constituency and it cannot be reused for five years at a local government election to the same local
government area.

Combined authority mayoral elections
The official mark used on the ballot papers cannot be re-used for five years at
an election to the same combined authority area. 395
Neighbourhood planning referendums
Ballot papers at a neighbourhood planning referendum must also include an
official mark, but there are no restrictions in law on re-using the same official
mark at subsequent referendums. 396

Ballot paper numbers and the unique identifying
mark

•
•
•

should be unique for each ballot paper
can be re-used at the next poll
must be printed on the back of the ballot paper

Combined authority mayoral elections
The CARO may advise or direct you on the form of the unique identifying
mark. 398

Candidate details
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Combined authority mayoral election
The CARO will be able to confirm the candidate details which are to appear
on the ballot paper for the combined authority mayoral election after the close
of nominations, i.e. after 4pm on the nineteenth working day before the poll.

Form of the reverse of the ballot paper

Printing of ballot papers

•
•
•
•

the subject matter, nature and purpose of the processing;
the obligations and rights of the data controller;
duration of the processing; and
the types of personal data and categories of data subjects.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

comply with your instructions
are subject to a duty of confidentiality
keep personal data secure and notify you of any breach
maintain written records of the processing activities they carry out for
you
only use a sub-processor with your consent
submit to audits and inspections and provide you with whatever
information you need to ensure compliance with data protection
requirements
delete or return all personal data to you as requested at the end of the
contract.

Combined authority mayoral elections
At a combined authority mayoral election, the CARO may reserve for
themselves the printing of the combined authority mayoral ballot papers by
issuing a direction to that effect. 403 They will liaise with you and give you
notice if they intend to do this.
Local authority and combined authority mayoral elections
At a mayoral election, you must ensure the ballot paper is in the form in the
appendix of the mayoral election rules. 404 Different rules apply for the ballot
paper design for polls with two candidates and polls with three or more
candidates. 405



To be able to achieve the outcome set out in performance standard 1,
you will need to ensure you have robust processes in place for
ensuring that there are no errors on the ballot papers. To demonstrate
that the outcome can be delivered, you will need to have in place a process
for proof-checking ballot papers, as well as arrangements to check the ballot
papers whilst being printed, which will highlight if any of the signed-off proofs
have been inadvertently altered.

•
•
•
•

every candidate is included on the ballot paper with their particulars
shown as required by law
every detail on the ballot paper is spelt correctly
every emblem that has been validly requested has been included beside
the correct candidate and matches the party’s entry in the Commission’s
register
all candidate descriptions have been printed in the line for the correct
candidate
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•
•
•

the voting instructions at the top of the ballot paper match the legislative
requirements
the ballot papers have been cut to the correct size
the official mark has been included

A

General guidance on the management of contractors and suppliers
and on monitoring their work can be found in Part B – Planning and
organisation.

We have also produced a proof checking factsheet which you can use to help
you quality assure the whole process.

•
•
•
•
•

The particular context of these polls.
Any particular local circumstances.
Projected turnout – taking into account the potential for late engagement
and interest in the elections. As a minimum you should assume that the
turnout will be not less than the turnout at the last equivalent poll
Any local or national issues which may affect turnout.
Whether having a stock of additional ballot papers ready for rapid
delivery to polling stations is preferable, in terms of your ability to
respond to additional demand, and more cost effective than printing
ballot papers on polling day.
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Ballot paper security



To be able to achieve the outcome set out in performance standard 1,
you will need to maintain the secure storage of ballot papers at all
times. To demonstrate that the outcome can be delivered, you will
need to have in place arrangements for securely storing ballot papers that
prevent unauthorised access to or use of the ballot papers during all stages of
the production process and storage between printing and the poll.
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7 Polling station voting

Local authority mayoral elections
An insert for the polling station handbook is available to make it relevant to
local authority mayoral elections.
Combined authority mayoral elections
We have produced a polling station handbook for standalone combined
authority mayoral elections, as well as one for where the poll at a combined
authority mayoral election is combined with the poll at another local
government election.

Setting up polling stations

A

Guidance on the identification of suitable polling stations can be found
in Part B – Planning and organisation.
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To be able to achieve the outcome set out in performance standard 1,
you will need to ensure access needs are taken into account when
planning for and setting up polling stations and that polling station staff
are trained to set-up polling stations in such a way that takes account of voter
needs. To demonstrate that the outcome can be delivered, you will need to
have made an assessment regarding access needs, identifying any problems
and actions taken to remedy these, and provide guidance/training to polling
station staff.

A

Further guidance on training polling station staff can be found in Part B
– Planning and organisation.

A

Further details on the role of polling station inspectors can be found in
Part B – Planning and organisation.

Polling station equipment and
materials
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ballot box(es).
Ballot papers (including tendered ballot papers).
Materials to enable voters to mark their ballot papers (in practice, pencils
- you may wish to provide a string to attach pencils to the polling booths).
Relevant part of the register.
Absent voters’ lists – postal voters’, proxy voters’ and postal proxies lists.
Form to record the details of electors who have been issued ballot
papers after the correction of a clerical error (which may be appended to
the polling station register).
Corresponding number list(s).
Large-print version of the ballot papers for display inside the polling
station.
Enlarged hand-held sample copy of the ballot papers to give to electors
to take to a polling booth with them for reference.
Voting device relevant to each election for use by blind or partially
sighted voters. This must allow the ballot paper to be attached and
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

detached without damaging the ballot paper. It should also hold the
ballot paper firmly in place and allow the voter to identify the space on
the ballot paper on which to mark their vote against their preferred
candidate(s).
Ballot paper accounts.
Declaration by companions of voters with disabilities.
List of tendered votes.
List of votes marked by the Presiding Officer.
Statement of number of votes marked by the Presiding Officer.
List of voters with disabilities assisted by companions.
Guidance for voters (‘How to vote at these elections’) notice (for display
both inside and outside the polling station).
Instructions for voters notice (to be displayed inside the polling booth).
Polling screens.
Packets, with seals, in which to place the items to be returned to you,
such as postal ballot papers returned to the polling station, and for
packaging the election documentation at close of poll.

Local authority mayoral elections
Although there is no specific requirement in law for an ‘instructions for voters’
notice to be displayed inside each polling booth at a local authority mayoral
election, you should still provide such a notice and instruct polling station staff
to display a copy of it in every polling booth.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a copy of the requirements as to secrecy
envelopes, with seals, in which to place any ballot papers that have been
issued but which the elector has not placed in the ballot box
form or list to record electors marked as postal voters but who claim not
to have applied for one
notepaper for use by polling station staff
stationery items as required, e.g. paper clips, drawing pins, adhesive
tack, adhesive tape
plastic sacks for returning stationery and equipment to the verification
venue
envelopes for making up assorted packets
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A

For further guidance on the use of a single ballot box or separate
ballot boxes at combined polls, see our verification and count resource
Verification and count: a toolkit for (Acting) Returning Officers.

Mayoral referendums
We have also published polling station secrecy requirements for mayoral
referendums.

Allocation of ballot papers
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Local authority and combined authority mayoral elections
An insert for the polling station handbook is available to make the polling
station handbook relevant to local authority mayoral elections.
We have produced a polling station handbook for standalone combined
authority mayoral elections, as well as one for where the poll at a combined
authority mayoral election is combined with the poll at another local
government election.

A

Further guidance on training polling station staff can be found in Part B
– Planning and organisation.

Polling station registers and absent
voting lists
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Cross-boundary constituencies
You should liaise and agree with the other ERO(s) in your constituency a
method for communicating to Presiding Officers changes to the register as a
result of a clerical error, court decisions or the granting of an emergency
proxy.

102

Corresponding number lists

A

Further details on the issue of postal votes can be found in Part D:
Absent Voting.

Packets for postal ballot papers
delivered to polling stations
Combined authority mayoral elections
Postal voters can return their postal vote by hand to any polling station in the
area for which the local RO acts.
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A

For a definition of ‘electoral area’ in each case, see Part A – Roles and
responsibilities.

A

Further details on the training of polling station staff can be found in
Part B: Planning and organisation.

Polling station log
104

Polling station notices

Local authority mayoral elections
Although there is no specific requirement in law for an ‘instructions for voters’
notice to be displayed inside each polling booth at a local authority mayoral
election, you should still provide such a notice and instruct polling station staff
to display a copy of it in every polling booth.

Use of English or Welsh in polling
stations
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’Selfies’ in polling stations

Provision of information on the number
of ballot papers issued

For the referendum on the UK’s membership of the European Union,
we produced a summary sheet on providing information on the
number of ballot papers issued in the polling station, which you may
find helpful.

A

106

Close of poll

Further guidance on staffing arrangements at polling stations and
relevant training of staff so they can carry out each other’s roles in as
far as the law permits can be found in Part B – Planning and
organisation.

A
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Rules 2006, Rule 18(4) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
161
Rule 2 (6) Principle Area Rules 2018, Rule 2 (6) Parish and Communities Rules 2018
162
Rule 7 Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 7 Sch 3 Parishes and Communities Rules
2006. Rule 9 Sch 3 Local Authorities Mayoral Rules 2007
163
Rule 7 Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 7 Sch 3 Parishes and Communities Rules
2006. Rule 9 Sch 3 Local Authorities Mayoral Rules 2007
164
Rule 7(d) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 7(d) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006, Rule 9(d) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
165
The prescribed consent to nomination forms, which are prescribed under rule 7, Principal
Areas Rules 2006; rule 7, Parishes and Communities Rules 2006; rule 9, Local Authorities
Mayoral Rules 2007.
166
The prescribed consent to nomination forms and rule 7(a), Principal Areas Rules 2006;
rule 7(a), Parishes and Communities Rules 2006; rule 9(a), Local Authorities Mayoral Rules
2007.
167
Rule 7(c) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 7(c) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006, Rule 9(c) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
168
Rule 7(c) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 7(c) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006, Rule 9(c) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
169
Rule 10(1) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
170
Rule 10(2) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
171
Rule 10(2) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
172
Rule 10(2)(c) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
173
Rule 5(2) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
174
Rule 10(3) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
175
Rule 55(1) and (4) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
176
Rule 55(5) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
177
Regulation 6 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
178
Paragraphs 2 to 4 Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
179
Paragraph 3(1) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
180
Paragraph 3(6) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
181
Paragraph 4(2) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
182
Paragraph 4(2) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
183
Paragraph 4(3)(a) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
184
Paragraph 4(3)(b) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
185
Paragraph 4(4)(a) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
186
Paragraph 4(4)(b) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
187
Paragraph 5(1) Sche 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
188
Paragraph 3(2)(a) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
189
Paragraph 3(2)(b) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
190
Paragraph 3(2)(c) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
191
Paragraph 3(3) and (5) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
192
Paragraph 3(4) and (5) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
193
Paragraph 4(1) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
194
Paragraph 4(4)(a) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
195
Paragraph 4(2)(b) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
196
Paragraph 5(2)(a) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
197
Paragraph 5(1) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
198
Paragraph 6(1) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
199
Paragraph 6(1) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
200
Paragraph 8(1) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
201
Regulation 8(1), Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
202
Paragraph 6(2) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
203
Paragraph 6(2) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
204
Paragraph 6(3) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
205
Paragraph 6(5) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
206
Paragraph 6(6)(a) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
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Paragraph 6(6)(b) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
Paragraph 7(1) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
209
Regulation 6(1)(b) and paragraph 6(1) Sche 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
210
Regulation 6(2) Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
211
Paragraph 8(4) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
212
Paragraph 8(3) Sch 4 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
213
Rule 8(1) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 8(1) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006, Rule 11(1) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
214
Greenway Stanley v Paterson [1977] 2 All ER 663; R v An Election Court ex parte
Sheppard [1975] 1 WLR 1319.
215
Sanders v Chichester (1995) 139 SJLB 15
216
Rule 8(3) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 8(3) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006, Rule 11(3) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
217
Rule 8(2) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 8(2) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006, Rule 11(2) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
218
Rule 8(2)(a) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 8(2)(a) Sch 3 Parishes and
Communities Rules 200, Rule 11(2)(a) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
219
Rule 8(2)(a) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 8(2)(a) Sch 3 Parishes and
Communities Rules 200, Rule 11(2)(a) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
220
Rule 8(4) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 8(4) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006, Rule 11(4) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
221
Rule 8(5) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 8(5) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006, Rule 11(5) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
222
Rule 8(6) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 8(6) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006, Rule 11(6) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
223
Rule 8(2)(aa) Principal Area Rules 2018, Rule 8 (2)(aa) (4) Parish and Communities Rules
2018
224
Rule 10(1) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
225
Rule 8(7) and (8) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 8(7) and (8) Sch 3 Parishes and
Communities Rules 2006, Rule 11(7) and (8) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
226
Rule 10(1) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 10(1) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006, Rule 14(1) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
227
Rule 10(2) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 10(2) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006, Rule 14(2) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
228
Rule 10(4) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 10(4) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006, Rule 14(4) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
229
Rule 8(2)(a) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 8(2)(a) Sch 3 Parishes and
Communities Rules 2006, Rule 11(2)(a) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
230
Rule 11 Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 11 Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006, Rule 13 Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
231
Rule 11A, Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 11A, Parishes and Communities Rules 2006
232
Rule 11A(3), Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 11A(3), Parishes and Communities Rules
2006
233
Rules 1 and 13(1) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rules 1 and 13(1) Sch 3 Parishes
and Communities Rules 2006, Rules 3 and 15(1) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
234
Rule 13(1) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 13(1) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006, Rule 15(1) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
235
Rule 13(2) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 13(2) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006, Rule 15(2) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
236
Rule 13(2) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 13(2) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006, Rule 15(2) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
237
Rule 13(2) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 13(2) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006, Rule 15(2) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
238
Rules 9 and 16 Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rules 9 and 16 Sch 3 Parishes and
Communities Rules 2006, Rules 12 and 18 Sch 3 Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
239
Rule 55(4) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
240
Rule 55(4) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
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Rules 9 and 21 Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rules 9 and 21 Sch 3 Parishes and
Communities Rules 2006, Rules 12 and 23 Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
242
Rule 12 Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 12 Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006
243
Rule 12 Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 12 Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006
244
Rule 14(2) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 14(2) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006, Rule 16(c) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
245
Rule 50(2) Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 50(2) Parishes and Communities Rules 2006,
Rule 54(3) and (4) Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
246
Rule 50(2)(b) Parishes and Communities Rules 2006
247
Rule 8(1)(b) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 8(1)(b) Sch 3 Parishes and
Communities Rules 2006, Rule 11(1)(b) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
248
Rule 55(1) Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 55(1) Parishes and Communities Rules 2006,
Rule 60(1) Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
249
Rule 14(2) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 14(2) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006, Rule 16(c) Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Section 39(1) RPA 1983
250
Rule 14(2) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities Rules 2006
251
Section 21(2)(a) Representation of the People Act 1985 (“RPA 1985”)
252
Section 21(2)(b) RPA 1985, Section 39(4) RPA 1983
253
Section 21(2) RPA 1985
254
Rule 55(1) Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 55(1) Parishes and Communities Rules 2006,
Rule 60(1) Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
255
Rule 55 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 55 Parishes and Communities Rules 2006, Rule
60 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
256
Rule 55(5) Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 55(5) Parishes and Communities Rules 2006,
Rule 60(5) Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
257
Rule 55(4) Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
258
Section 39(1) RPA 1983
259
Section 39(5)(b) RPA 1983
260
Rule 65(1) Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
261
Rule 65(1) Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017.Section 39 RPA 1983
262
Rule 65(1) Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017. Section 39 RPA 1983
263
Rule 65 Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
264
Rule 65(5) Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
265
Section 67(1) RPA 1983
266
Sections 67(2) and 70(1) RPA 1983
267
Section 70(2) RPA 1983
268
Section 67(3) and (4) RPA 1983
269
Section 69(1) RPA 1983
270
Section 69(2) RPA 1983
271
Section 70(4) RPA 1983
272
Section 70(4) RPA 1983
273
Section 67(6) RPA 1983
274
Section 68(1) RPA 1983
275
Section 68(1) RPA 1983
276
Section 69(2) RPA 1983
277
Section 68(2) RPA 1983
278
Section 68(3) RPA 1983
279
Section 68(4) RPA 1983
280
Section 67(1) RPA 1983
281
Section 70(1) RPA 1983
282
Section 70(2) and (3) RPA 1983
283
Section 67(3) and (4) RPA 1983
284
Section 67(4) RPA 1983
285
Section 71(a) RPA 1983
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Section 67(6) RPA 1983 (as applied by article 3(3)(a) Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules
2017
287
Section 67(6) RPA 1983
288
Section 68(1) RPA 1983 (as amended by paragraph 1(18)(a) Combined Authorities
Mayoral Rules 2017)
289
Section 68(3) RPA 1983 (as amended by paragraph 1(18)(b) Sch 2 Combined Authorities
Mayoral Rules 2017)
290
Section 68(3) RPA 1983
291
Section 68(4) RPA 1983
292
Section 69(1) RPA 1983
293
Section 69(2)(b) RPA 1983
294
Section 70(4)(b), RPA 1983 s70(4)
295
Section 69(1) RPA 1983
296
Section 67(6) RPA 1983
297
Section 67(6) RPA 1983
298
Rule 30 Sch 1 RPA 1983 and Regulation 69 RPR 2001
299
Regulation 69(1) RPR 2001, Rule 27(1) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 27(1) Sch
3 Parishes and Communities Rules 2006, Rule 29(1) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007,
Rule 29(1) Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
300
Section 66 RPA 1983, Regulation 70 RPR 2001, Rule 28(1) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules
2006, Rule 28(1) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities Rules 2006, Rule 30(1) Sch 3 Mayoral
Elections Rules 2007, Rule 30(1) Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
301
Rule 18 Sch 3 Local Authorities (Conduct of Referendums) (England) Regulations 2012
(Local Authorities Mayoral Referendums Rules 2012).
302
Regulation 68 RPR 2001 (as applied and modified by Schedule 4 Local Authorities
(Conduct of Referendums) (England) Regulations 2012)
303
Rule 18(1) and (2) Sch 3Local Authorities Mayoral Referendums Rules 2012
304
Rule 18(3) and (5) Sch 3Local Authorities Mayoral Referendums Rules 2012
305
Rule 18(4) Sch 3 Local Authorities Mayoral Referendums Rules 2012
306
Rule 18(4) Sch 3 Local Authorities Mayoral Referendums Rules 2012
307
Rule 19 Sch 3 Neighbourhood Planning (Referendums) Regulations 2012 (Neighbourhood
Planning Referendums Rules)
308
Regulation 68 RPR 2001 (as applied and modified by Schedule 4 Neighbourhood Planning
(Referendums) Regulations 2012)
309
Rule 19(2) Neighbourhood Planning Referendums Rules
310
Rule 36(1) Neighbourhood Planning Referendums Rules
311
Rule 19(1) Neighbourhood Planning Referendums Rules
312
Rule 19(2) and (3) Sch 5 Local Authorities (Conduct of Referendums) (England)
Regulations 2012 (Local Authorities Mayoral Referendums Combination Rules 2012) and
Rule 19(2) and (3) Sch 5 Neighbourhood Planning (Referendums) Regulations 2012
(Neighbourhood Planning Referendums Combination Rules 2012)
313
Rule 19(3)Sch 5 Local Authorities Mayoral Referendums Combination Rules 2012 and
Rule 19(3)Sch 5 Neighbourhood Planning Referendums Combination Rules 2012
314
Regulation 68(d) RPR 2001
315
Regulation 69(2) RPR 2001
316
Regulation 80 RPR 2001
317
Regulation 80 RPR 2001 (as applied and modified by Schedule 4, Local Authorities
(Conduct of Referendums)(England) Regulations 2012 and Schedule 4, Neighbourhood
Planning (Referendums) Regulations 2012)
318
Rule 30 Sch 1 RPA 1983, Rule 30(1)(d) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 30(1)(d)
Sch 3 Parishes and Communities Rules 2006, Rule 32(1)(d) Sch 3 Local Authorities Mayoral
Rules 2007, Rule 32(1)(d) Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
319
Rule 30 Sch 1 RPA 1983, Rule 27(5) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 27(5) Sch 3
Parishes and Communities Rules 2006, Rule 29(7) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule
29(9) Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
286
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Rule 27(3) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 27(3) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006, Rule 29(3) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule 29(5) Sch 3 Combined
Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
321
Rule 27(3) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 27(3) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006, Rule 29(3) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule 29(5) Sch 3 Combined
Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
322
Rule 27(3) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 27(3) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006, Rule 29(3) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule 29(6) Sch 3 Combined
Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
323
Rule 27(3) Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 27(3) Parishes and Communities Rules 2006,
Rule 29(3), Local Authorities Mayoral Rules 2007, Rule 29(6), Combined Authorities Mayoral
Rules 2017
324
Rule 32(2) Sch 1 RPA 1983Rule 30(3) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 200, Rule 30(3) Sch 3
Parishes and Communities Rules 2006, Rule 32(3) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule
32(3) Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
325
Rule 19(4) Neighbourhood Planning Referendums Combination Rules 2012
326
Rule 19(4) Neighbourhood Planning Referendums Combination Rules 2012
327
Rule 30(1)(b) Sch 1 RPA 1983, Rule 27(1)(b) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule
27(1)(b) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities Rules 2006, Rule 29(1)(b) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections
Rules 2007, Rule 29(1)(b) Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
328
Rule 30(3)(b) Sch 1 RPA 1983, Rule 27(5) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 27(5)
Sch 3 Parishes and Communities Rules 2006, Rule 29(5) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules
2007, Rule 29(9) Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
329
Rules 30 and 44 Sch 1 RPA 1983, Rule 44 Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 44 Sch
3 Parishes and Communities Rules 2006, Rule 46 Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007,
Rules 46(2) and 49(1) Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
330
Rule 46(1)(b), Local Authorities Mayoral Rules 2007
331
Rule 30 Sch 1 RPA 1983, Rule 27(4) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 27(4) Sch 3
Parishes and Communities Rules 2006, Rule 29(5) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule
29(7) Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
332
Section 200(1) and (1A) RPA 1983
333
Section 199B(2) RPA 1983
334
Section 199B(3) RPA 1983
335
Section 199B(4) RPA 1983
336
Section 199B(5) and (6) RPA 1983
337
Rule 1 Sch 1 RPA 1983
338
Rule 5 Sch 1 RPA 1983
339
Rule 1 Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 1 Sch 3 Parishes and Communities Rules
2006
340
Rule 3 Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 3 Sch 3 Parishes and Communities Rules
2006, Rule 5 Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule 5 Sch 3 Combined Authorities
Mayoral Rules 2017
341
Rule 5(2) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007
342
Rule 3 Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
343
Rule 5 Sch 5 Mayoral Referendums Rules 2012
344
Rule 5 Sch 5 Neighbourhood Planning Referendums Rules 2012
345
Rule 1 Sch 1 RPA 1983
346
Rule 14 Sch 1 RPA 1983
347
Rule 1 Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 1 Sch 3 Parishes and Communities Rules
2006, Rule 3 Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007.
348
Rule 9 Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 9 Sch 3 Parishes and Communities Rules
2006, Rule 12 Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule 13 Sch 3 Combined Authorities
Mayoral Rules 2017
349
Rule 3 Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
350
Rule 14(3) RPA 1983, Rule 9(6) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 9(6) Sch 3
Parishes and Communities Rules 2006, Rule 12(6) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule
13(6) Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
320
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Rule 19(3) RPA 1983, Rule 16(5) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 16(5) Sch 3
Parishes and Communities Rules 2006, Rule 18(6) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule
18(7) Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
352
Rule 14(3) RPA 1983, Rule 9(6) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 9(6) Sch 3
Parishes and Communities Rules 2006, Rule 12(6) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule
13(6), Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
353
Rule 8(2)(aa) Principal AreaRules 2018, Rule 8 (2)(aa) (4) Parish and Communities Rules
2018
354
Rule 6A(c) Principal Areas Rules 2006; rule 6A(c), Parishes and Communities Rules 2006
355
Rule 14(2A) RPA 1983, Rule 9(3) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 9(3) Sch 3
Parishes and Communities Rules 2006, Rule 12(3) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule
13(3) Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
356
Rule 14(2B) RPA 1983, Rule 9(4) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 9(4) Sch 3
Parishes and Communities Rules 2006, Rule 12(4), Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007,
Rule 13(4) Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
357
Rule 23 Sch1 RPA 1983
358
Rule 1 Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 1 Sch 3 Parishes and Communities Rules
2006, Rule 3 Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule 3 Sch 3 Combined Authorities
Mayoral Rules 2017
360
Rule 21, Principal Areas Rules 2006; rule 21, Parishes and Communities Rules 2006
361
Rule 12(1) Sch 5 Mayoral Referendums Rules 2012
362
Rule 3 Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
363
Rule 13(1) Sch 5 Neighbourhood Planning Referendums Rules 2012
364
Rule 23 Sch 1 RPA 1983, Rule 21(3) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 21(3) Sch 3
Parishes and Communities Rules 2006, Rule 23(3) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule
23(3) Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
365
Rule 23 Sch 1 RPA 1983 as amended by paragraph 5 Sch 2 Representation of the People
(Combination of Polls) (England & Wales) Regulations 2004 (“Combination of Polls Rules
2004”), Rule 21(4) Sch 3 Principal Area Rules 2006, Rule 21(4) Sch 3 Parishes and
Communities Rules 2006, Rule 23(4) Sch 3 Mayoral Rules 2007, Rule 23(4) Sch 3 Combined
Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
366
Rules 1 and 23(2) Sch 1 RPA 1983, Rule 21 Sch 3 Principal Area Rules 2006, Rule 21
Sch 3 Parishes and Communities Rules 2006, Rule 23 Sch 3 Mayoral Rules 2007, Rule 23
Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
367
Rule 23(3) Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
368
Rule 23(4)(a) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule 12(4)(a) Sch 5 Mayoral
Referendums Rules 2012, Rule 13(4)(a) Sch 5 Neighbourhood Planning Referendums Rules
2012
369
Rule 23(4)(b) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule 12(4)(b) Sch 5 Mayoral
Referendums Rules 2012, Rule 13(4)(b) Sch 5 Neighbourhood Planning Referendums Rules
2012.
370
Rule 23(4)(c) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule 12(4)(c) Sch 5 Mayoral
Referendums Rules 2012, Rule 13(4)(c) Sch 5 Neighbourhood Planning Referendums Rules
2012
371
Rule 21(3) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 21(3) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities
Rules 2006, Rule 23(3) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule 23(3) Sch 3 Combined
Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
372
Rule 23(3) Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
373
Rule 28 Sch 1 RPA 1983, as amended by paragraph 6 Sch 2 Combination of Polls Rules
2004, Rule 25(6) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 25(7) Sch 3 Parishes and
Communities Rules 2006, Rule 27(6) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule 27(6) Sch 3
Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
374
Rule 28 Sch 1 read together with the appendix to the election rules and the RPR 2001 (as
amended). The latest versions of the poll cards at UK Parliamentary elections can be found in
The Representation of the People (England and Wales) (Description of Electoral Registers
and Amendment) Regulations 2013 and, in Wales, should be read alongside The
Parliamentary Elections (Welsh Forms) (Amendment) Order 2015. For the local government
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election see Rule 25(3) Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 25(3) Sch 3 Parish and Community
Rules 2006, Rule 27(3) Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule 27(3) Combined Authorities
Mayoral Rules 2017; read together with the appendix to each set of rules. The latest versions
of the poll cards at principal area elections can be found in The Local Elections (Principal
Areas) (England and Wales) (Amendment) Rules 2014 and, in Wales, should be read
alongside The Local Elections (Principal Areas) (Welsh Forms) (Amendment) Order 2014. At
parish and community council elections, the latest versions of the poll cards can be found in
The Local Elections (Parishes and Communities) (England and Wales) (Amendment) Rules
2014 and, in Wales, should be read alongside The Local Elections (Communities) (Welsh
Forms) (Amendment) Order 2014. The latest versions of the poll cards at mayoral elections
can be found in The Local Authorities (Mayoral Elections) (England and Wales) (Amendment)
Regulations 2014
375
Rule 27(6) Sch 3 Mayoral Election Rules 2007, Rule 16(6) Sch 5 Local Authorities Mayoral
Referendums Rules 2012, Rule 17(6) Sch 5 Neighbourhood Planning Referendums Rules
2012
376
Sections 13AB and 13B RPA 1983
377
Section 13AB(5), RPA 1983.
378
Section 13AB(6) RPA 1983
379
Rule 28 Sch 1 RPA 1983, Rule 25(1) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 27(1) Sch 3
Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule 27(1) Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
380
Rule 25(1) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities Rules 2006
381
Rule 25(1) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities Rules 2006
382
Rule 28(1) Sch 1 RPA 1983, Rule 25(1) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006.
383
Rule 28 (1) Sch 1 RPA 1983, Rule 25(1) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 25(2)
Sch 3 Parishes and Communities Rules 2006, Rule 27(1) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules
2007, Rule 27(1) Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
384
Rule 28(2) and (2a) Sch 1 RPA 1983, Rule 25(2) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule
25(3) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities Rules 2006, Rule 27(2) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections
Rules 2007, Rule 27(2) Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
385
Section 9B(8) RPA 1983 and Rule 28(3)(a) Sch 1 RPA 1983, Section 9B(8) RPA 1983 and
Rule 25(4) Sch 3 Principle Area Rules 2006, Section 9B(8) RPA 1983 and Rule 25(5) Sch 3
Parishes and Communities Rules 2006, Section 9B(8) RPA 1983 and Rule 27(4) Sch 3
Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Section 9B(8) RPA 1983 and Rule 27(4) Sch 3 Combined
Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
386
Rule 19 Sch 1 RPA 1983. The latest version of the UK Parliamentary ballot paper can be
found in The Representation of the People (Ballot Paper) Regulations 2015 and in Wales
should be read alongside The Parliamentary Elections (Welsh Forms) (Amendment) Order
2015. Rule 16(2) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 16(2) Sch 3 Parishes and
Communities Rules 2006, Rule 18(3) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule 18(3), Sch 3
Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017. The latest version of the principal area ballot
paper can be found in the Appendix to The Local Elections (Principal Areas) (England and
Wales) (Amendment) Rules 2015 (the reverse is included in The Local Elections (Principal
Areas) (England and Wales)(Amendment) Rules 2014). The latest version of the front of the
parish/community ballot paper can be found in The Local Elections (Parishes and
Communities) (England and Wales) (Amendment) Rules 2015 (the reverse is included in The
Local Elections (Parishes and Communities) (England and Wales)(Amendment) Rules 2014).
The latest version of the mayoral ballot paper can be found in The Local Authorities (Mayoral
Elections) (England and Wales) (Amendment) Regulations 2014. For details on how to
produce bilingual ballot papers in Wales, see our Ballot paper guidance for Wales.
387
Rules 19 and 20 Sch 1 RPA 1983, Rules 16(2) and 18(3) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules
2006, Rules 16(2) and 18(3) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities Rules 2006, Rules 18(3) and
20(3) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rules 18(3) and 20(3) Sch 3 Combined
Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
388
Article 6(2) and Rule 18 Combined Authorities Mayoral Order 2017
389
Rule 19 Sch 1 RPA 1983 as amended by paragraph 4, Sch 2 of the Combination of Polls
Rules 2004, Rule 16(2)(d) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules, Rule 16(2)(d) Sch 3 Parishes and
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Communities Rules 2006, Rule 18(3)(d) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule 18(3)(d)
Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
390
Rule 40(2) Sch 1 RPA 1983, Rule 39(1)(a) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule
39(1)(a) Sch 3 Parishes and Communities Rules 2006, Rule 41(1)(a) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections
Rules 2007, Rule 41(1)(a) Sch 3, Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
391
Article 6(2) Combined Authority Mayoral Rules 2017
392
Rule 20 Sch 1 RPA 1983, Rule 18(1) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 18(1) Sch 3
Parishes and Communities Rules 2006, Rule 20(1) Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule
20(1) Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
393
Article 6(2) Combined Authority Mayoral Rules 2017
394
Rule 20 Sch 1 RPA 1983, Rule 18 Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 18 Sch 3
Parishes and Communities Rules 2006, Rule 20 Sch 3 Mayoral Elections Rules 2007, Rule
20 Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
395
Rule 20(2) Sch 3 Combined Authorities Mayoral Rules 2017
396
Rule 9 Sch 5 Neighbourhood Planning Referendums Rules
397
Rule 19(2)(c) RPA 1983, Rule 16(2)(c) Sch 3 Principal Areas Rules 2006, Rule 16(2)(c)
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